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   Alaska Forum Publishes TAPS Status Report; Finds    
        Pipeline Owners Risk Environment for Profits 
 

Five Recommendations Submitted to Regulatory  
Agencies for TAPS Right-of-Way Reauthorization 

 

ormer Alyeska president Bob Malone, in 1997 briefings to members of Congress, proudly announced that 
the pipeline company would achieve “operational excellence” by the year 2000.  Malone’s boast came in 
direct response to Alaska Forum for Environmental Responsibility reports that critiqued the perilous state 

of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline (TAPS).  As Richard Fineberg researched the current state of TAPS, he discovered 
that, while the oil industry blithely proclaims the marvelous state of the 24-year old pipeline (one senior 
Alyeska official called it “robust), serious problems remain and Alyeska most certainly has yet to achieve 
“operational excellence.”   
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 The TAPS Status Report 2001, the culmination 
of Fineberg’s extensive research and commissioned and 
published by the Alaska Forum, details the present 
condition of TAPS and, as the author puts it, provides 
concerned citizens with the information necessary to 
consider fundamental questions about the environmental 
and economic integrity of TAPS operations.    
 The report devotes considerable attention to the 
many operational problems experienced on TAPS in the 
year 2000 – recall the previously targeted claim of 
“operational excellence.”  Far from this goal, however, 
the year 2000 saw a host of serious incidents – a 
pressure hammer that jarred the pipeline off its supports 
which went undiscovered for weeks, an errant pig that 
tore through a series of back pressure valves at the 
Valdez terminal, two other pigs that cooperated to tear a 
500-pound valve ring from its moorings and drag it 350 
miles to Valdez.  Unfortunately, these incidents may 
portend an increase in risk on the ever-aging pipeline.   
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Greetings from the Alaska Forum.
 While this is technically the Fall 2001
issue  of our  newsletter, it seems that
fall  has  given  way  to winter, at least
here in Alaska’s interior. I hope you are
well, in whatever season you find your-
self when  this newsletter reaches your
mailbox.

There is an old proverb, some-
times a curse, that states: May you live
in interesting times.   The  last  several
weeks  have proven to be  some of the
most interesting on TAPS in quite some
time.

First, a maintenance shutdown and restart on Sept. 22
went awry, resulting in three separate crude oil spills at three
different pump stations (see article on page 3).  While Alyeska,
not surprisingly, claimed a “successful” shutdown, our research
revealed something almost as disturbing as the spills
themselves – Alyeska’s campaign of misinformation and
obfuscation to hide from the public the importance of these
events.

Then, on Oct. 4, an individual fired several rounds from a
.338 rifle at the pipeline, one of which punctured the ½” steel.  A
steady stream of oil issued from the line for 36 agonizing hours
until Alyeska was able to clamp and repair the pipeline.  This
time, no less than the governor of the state of Alaska claimed
that Alyeska’s response was quick, safe, and adequate.  This
writer and longtime oil industry critic Richard Fineberg have
second thoughts (see articles on page 4).

Finally, all of us at the Alaska Forum have spent most
waking moments the last few months preparing our TAPS Status
Report 2001.  Special thanks go to Fineberg, the report’s author;
Beth Caissie, who helped immensely with the graphics and
layout; and of course the AFER Board of Directors for their
invaluable input – as well as enormous patience.

This report – the end result of years of research, dozens
of interviews, and many late nights at the computer – is being
submitted to all the TAPS regulatory agencies as they move
toward the reauthorization of the pipeline’s right-of-way permits.
 With The TAPS Status Report 2001, we have our best tool yet
of positively affecting that outcome.

One result of all this activity is the hefty newsletter you
now hold – a 16-page behemoth that may seem a wee bit heavy
on the text.  I hope you have the endurance to read every word –
these are interesting times, indeed.
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TAPS Shutdown Mishaps Are
Cause For Concern

by Ross Coen

Opinion

wo days before a maintenance shutdown of
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline (TAPS) scheduled
for Sept. 22, a guest opinion in the Fairbanks

Daily News-Miner by Alyeska Senior Vice
President Bill Howitt proclaimed that the shutdown
was part of  “a well-structured and carefully thought
out maintenance plan…assuring the trans-Alaska
pipeline continues to be one of the safest, most
reliable transportation systems in the country.”

That same day, the Alaska Forum warned
pipeline officials in written testimony that restarting
TAPS is “a relatively high-risk activity.”  Richard
Fineberg, a researcher who is evaluating TAPS
operations for the Alaska Forum, reported that
“there has been at least one significant problem
restarting the pipeline every
year [since 1995], culminat-
ing in the pressure hammer
that   moved   a  stretch   of
above ground pipe in Atigun
Pass  as  much  as  21 inches
south  during  a  botched  re-
start in  April 2000, causing
significant  damage  to  the
support system there.”  Ac-
cording to Fineberg, chronic
TAPS restart problems are
one indication that Alyeska
has not taken appropriate action to handle the risks
inherent in operating the aging pipeline.

Two days later, when Alyeska tried to restart
the pipeline after the shutdown, three separate crude
oil spills resulted in the escape of more than 2,600
gallons into three remote pump stations.  The restart
was delayed for nine hours as workers scrambled to
clean up three separate messes, which included the
chemical halon at one station and an estimated
12,000 gallons of foam and water at another, all
dumped to prevent fire or explosion.

This mind-boggling series of restart mishaps
confirms that Alyeska’s practices – as well as its

pre-shutdown claims – are suspect: Either the
shutdown and restart procedures were not well
planned, or else those procedures were not properly
implemented.

Almost incredibly, Alyeska claimed on its
website Sept. 24 that the operators “successfully”
shut down the pipeline.  Technically, this was true –
the shutdown was okay; it was the restart that went
bad.  Alyeska’s self-serving spin on restarts comes
as no surprise; in 1996, when a maintenance restart
resulted in a major pump failure and fire at Pump
Station 8, Mr. Howitt praised the company’s
response but ignored the poor planning that caused
the incident.     

Even more incredible is the fact that
Alyeska’s website report gave no estimate for the
Pump Station 5 spill (by far the largest of the three,
ultimately totaling over 2,200 gallons), but included
estimates of the relatively small amounts of spilled
crude at the other two stations (80 gallons at Pump
Station 3 and 200 gallons at Pump Station 4).
Official reports to agencies indicate that Alyeska
knew that the unquantified Pump Station 5 spill was
by far the most serious event, yet they chose to omit

this fact in their only report to
the general public.

By omitting from
their only public pro-
nouncement any estimate of
the Pump Station 5 spill total
– and by placing the
description of that incident
between the much lower
estimates at Pump Stations 3
and 4 – Alyeska implied that
the Pump Station 5 spill total
was  much, much  lower  than

they knew it actually was.  It appears that Alyeska
was deliberately diverting attention from what
officials belatedly acknowledged was a very serious
incident.

Mr. Howitt ended his Sept. 20 guest opinion
with the prediction that the planned shutdown
would go “unnoticed by almost everyone . . . just
the way we like it.”   Was Alyeska’s subsequent
failure to provide the public with any indication of
the   size   of   the  largest   of   the   three  spills   an

       (continued on page 12)
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When Alyeska tried to restart
the pipeline after the mainten-
ance shutdown, three separate
crude oil spills resulted in the
escape of more than 2,600
gallons into three remote pump
stations.
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Bullet Pierces TAPS October 4;
Leak Not Stopped Until 36 Hours
Later

he Trans-Alaska Pipeline was punctured by a
bullet at Milepost 400 near Livengood
resulting in the spillage of nearly 300,000

gallons of crude oil.  Daniel Lewis, a local resident,
allegedly fired his rifle at the pipeline causing the
leak.

The incident occurred at approximately
2:30pm on Thursday, Oct. 4.  An Alyeska security
helicopter spotted Lewis and his brother almost
immediately after the leak began.  The pipeline was
shut down moments later.

An Alyeska spokesman would later claim
that the shutdown came as a result of both the aerial
surveillance and a leak detection alarm at
Operations Control in Valdez.  The Alaska Forum
would learn that in fact none of the leak detection
systems employed on the pipeline alerted operators
to the problem.  Even the best leak detection system
in use can only recognize losses of around 4,000
barrels per day and the record on TAPS is clear: no
leak detection system has ever alerted operators to
the presence of a leak.

Furthermore, the Alaska Forum questions
what might have happened if Lewis had shot the
pipeline at night when aerial surveillance would not
have been able to see the leak.  And
suppose that the weather in the next
several days had been foggy, windy,
and rainy.   Alyeska  operators  have
been known to skip their weekly sur-
veillance  flights  if   the  weather  is
uncooperative.  These factors, along
with a leak detection  system that is
demonstrably suspect, suggest that a
leak such as  the one at MP400 may
have  existed  for some  time  before
being discovered.

Now suppose that the breach
had occurred over a moving body of
water,  such as  the Koyukuk  River
which  flows  through two  national
wildlife refuges.

The leak ran unimpeded for 36

hours until Alyeska was able to place a hydraulic
clamp over the hole.  Serious questions remain
regarding the lengthy delay, the types of equipment
used (and not used), the safety plan that some
responders believe was inadequate.  While Alyeska
deserves credit for a response where no one was
injured, their preparedness and ability to perform a
timely response is uncertain.  The Alaska Forum
submitted a list of detailed questions to the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation –
questions that we believe should be answered by
Alyeska before their current oil spill contingency
plan is approved for another three years.    !

Governor Overstates Response
to Bullet Hole Spill on TAPS

by Richard A. Fineberg

Opinion

ore than 24 hours after the Trans-Alaska
oil pipeline was penetrated by a bullet
Oct. 4, the wounded pipeline still fired a

thick, black stream of oil into the nearby trees as
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. workers watched.

One week  later,  in  a  stand of  spruce  trees
         (continued on next page)
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     Photo courtesy of Alyeska Pipeline Service Company
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(MP400 Spill Response, continued from previous
page)

just outside the reach of that fire-hose spray of
crude oil, on the surface nothing appeared amiss;
the predominant colors were brown, purple, green,
and white. But a hand-dug trench at the bottom of
the picture revealed a fierce black stain of crude oil
spreading beneath the ground. The jagged swath
beneath the surface contrasted sharply with the
muted colors of early winter in Interior Alaska.
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
officials believe all the trees in the second picture
will die.

Gov. Tony Knowles publicly praised the
“safe, quick and effective response” to the
Livengood spill. But the agonizing 36-hour delay in
stopping the leak undercuts the hollow claim that
Alaskans should be “proud and reassured” by
Alyeska's response. Knowledgeable observers say
properly trained and equipped responders could
have closed the hole much earlier.

To be sure, Alyeska security was there with
uncanny speed and the first responders, working by
flashlight in the dark forest, were able to guide a
bulldozer into position to dig containment sites
ahead of the oil. Nevertheless, the oil that blackened
the area near the pipeline for a day and a half
revealed glaring deficiencies in Alyeska’s state-
approved oil spill contingency planning.

For years, the Alaska Forum for
Environmental Responsibility, Copper Country
Alliance, and other observers of the pipeline have
sought more realistic spill exercises. Instead of re-
approving old spill scenarios, in its triennial
contingency plan Alyeska should be required to
create and solve new, real-world problems. The
Livengood fiasco might serve as one scenario,
raising the following questions:

Both before and after it entered service, the
pipeline had been shot at more than 50 times. The
current contingency plan boasts that “Alyeska
maintains a variety of clamps and sleeves for
emergency patching or repair that can be used to
stop a leak.” Those clamps include a bullet-hole
clamp, described as “a steel band . . . strapped
around the pipe with the cone pointed toward (or in)
the hole,” as well as a much larger hydraulic clamp.
At Livengood there was no mention of the promised

bullet-hole clamp. Instead, Alyeska officials said a
host of safety considerations forced them to wait for
reduced pressure before using a large crane to
mount the heavier hydraulic clamp.

Officials said that the oil mist from the
pipeline posed an explosion risk. In 1978, oil
released by a shaped-charge explosion that put a
hole in the pipeline dug a hole in the frozen tundra
more than 14 feet deep. Did Alyeska’s current
planners really imagine that oil from a bullet hole
would drip safely and gently?

According to Alyeska and the governor, the
Oct. 4 response was particularly difficult because
the leak was near the bottom of a hill, just above a
check valve. The pipeline has more than 60 check
valves, which are typically at the bottom of a grade.

What would Alyeska have done if a bullet
had been fired into the pipeline over one of the
many rivers that the pipeline crosses on its journey
across Alaska?

Alyeska has only one hydraulic clamp. What
would Alyeska have done if two or more bullets had
pierced the pipeline?

The governor concluded his praise of
Alyeska’s spill response by stating, “We owe our
thanks to the dedicated, well-trained team whose
sole purpose is to work for the safety of Alaskans
and the security of our economy.”

Perhaps such a group should be established
to protect the 800-mile pipeline. If so, its mission
should also include environmental considerations
and realistic testing of spill-response capabilities.

In the meantime, outside the relatively small
dead zone near Livengood, the principal casualties
of the Oct. 4 spill were the credibility of the Trans-
Alaska Pipeline owners and the governor.    !

     www.alaskaforum.org
To reach us by email: aferfbx@alaskaforum.org

Visit the Alaska Forum
on our new website!
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(TAPS Status Report 2001, continued from page 1)

Fineberg also explores the economic
framework of TAPS.  The pipeline earns a
guaranteed profit for its owners, due to its status as
a regulated common carrier.   Additionally, TAPS
brings annual windfall gains of extraordinary
proportions through the income earned on past
collection of funds for dismantling and removal of
TAPS and restoration of the right of way – funds
that are not currently held in escrow for their
prescribed purpose but have been passed along to
the owner companies as profit.  (Meanwhile, BP
continually bemoans the “regressive” tax structure
and low profit margins found in Alaska.)
Combined with a management framework where
the owners continually pressure their agent
(Alyeska) to reduce costs, the ever-present profit
motive leads one to conclude that meeting budget
targets is more important to the TAPS owners than
protecting Alaska’s environment.

The Alaska Forum, based on the findings in
the TAPS Status Report 2001, is making five broad
policy recommendations to the Joint Pipeline Office
and Argonne National Laboratory as they work
toward the right-of-way reauthorization for TAPS.

These recommendations, which are listed in
their entirety on page 7, include the formation of a
Citizens Oversight Group (COG) on TAPS.  The
Exxon Valdez spill in 1989 showed that the less
local control there is of a potentially hazardous
activity, the more likely things are to go wrong.
Following the spill, formalized citizens’ oversight
was established in Prince William Sound and Cook
Inlet.  The Alaska Forum believes that for TAPS,
where maintenance and regulation are increasingly
necessary as the line ages, local citizens with an
interest in the safe operation of the pipeline should
have a formal role in how that pipeline is managed.

The need for citizens oversight is
additionally underscored by the inconsistent and
often restrained regulatory approach offered by the
Joint Pipeline Office (JPO).  The TAPS Status
Report 2001 provides an analysis of the role played
by state and federal oversight agencies and finds
that the JPO shows a disturbing tendency to endorse
Alyeska’s performance even though its own
supporting information provides clear indications of
performance failures.

In addition to the frequent contradictions
between data and conclusions, Fineberg finds that
the JPO evaluations do not cover a consistent range
of topics in a comprehensive manner that would
enable the public to determine whether the TAPS
owners are (or are not) in compliance with the terms
of their grant and lease.  The JPO Comprehensive
Monitoring Program reports, for example, do not
seem to be comprehensive at all, but rather take an
isolated and piecemeal approach to TAPS issues
that fail to consider any broad and historical
context.

The report also speaks to one of the more
distressing of the author’s research findings – that
the TAPS owners achieve higher profits by
gambling with Alaska’s environment.  A major
source of risk to the pipeline is the unexamined
consequences of operational problems caused by
chronic project delays – and a major source of these
delays is the constant budget pressure under which
TAPS operates.

Consider the case of Remote Gate Valve 39
(RGV-39) at the Koyukuk River.  This valve was
diagnosed in September 2000 as sealing poorly and
thus having a high enough internal bypass rate to
mandate its replacement.  The project was to occur
in the year 2001.

Alyeska, however, deferred the project and
has yet to replace the faulty valve.  Once again,
Alyeska will gamble that during the hiatus, this
important safety device will not be called upon to
perform the function for which it was designed and
installed.

The loser in this situation is clear: the
environment.  Located in the heart of the Brooks
Range, between Wiseman and the landmark
Sukukpak Mountain, RGV-39 protects key
wilderness, wildlife, and subsistence resources in
the Koyukuk River Valley.

The only winners in this situation are the
top-level managers in the Fairbanks Business Unit,
who were able to trim $4.25 million from their
capital budget by deferring the project.    !
If you would like a full copy of the TAPS Status Report
2001, please contact Ross Coen at (907) 479-6946 or
aferfbx@alaskaforum.org.  We may ask for a small
contribution to cover the printing and shipping cost.  Those
requesting an autographed copy must negotiate the fee
directly with the author.
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5 Policy Recommendations for TAPS Right-of-Way Reauthorization

(from the TAPS Status Report 2001, by Richard A. Fineberg, Alaska Forum for Environmental
Responsibility)

!!!! 1.   The Grant and Lease should establish a Citizens’ Oversight Group (COG), funded by the TAPS
Owners through the Department of the Interior, to ensure, through community involvement, that the pipeline is
maintained and operated in a manner that safeguards the natural resources of Alaska and ensures the safety
of continued oil shipment.  In the process of developing the expertise to evaluate the efforts and
accomplishments of the TAPS Owners and their monitors, it is anticipated that the COG would help combat the
complacency that inevitably sets in after a long period without a major spill or accident.

!!!! 2.   The TAPS Owners have collected funds for the future dismantling, removal and restoration of
TAPS (DR&R) from shippers on an accelerated basis.  Instead of being placed in an escrow account, these
funds were passed through to the parent companies of the TAPS Owners, resulting in ongoing windfall profits
of extraordinary proportions.  To provide funds to ensure the safe and environmentally sound operation of
TAPS and promote continued North Slope development, the TAPS Owners should be required to (a) place
funds necessary for dismantling in an escrow account and (b) contribute a small portion of the estimated $500
million excess income that they will earn in 2001 from past DR&R collections to establish a fund that would
generate $3 million per year to finance the Citizens’ Oversight Group.   Additionally, as part of the review of
Grant and Lease renewal, reviewers should convene an advisory panel to consider whether a mechanism can
be established to return all or a significant portion of the excess income earned annually from prior DR&R
collections to TAPS to shippers in the form of reduced tariffs.

!!!! 3.  Due to aging of pipeline equipment, the possible effects of changing climate conditions and
technological development, Grant and Lease renewal should be made conditional on satisfactory completion of
an evaluation, including a technical review and audit every five years, to assure that the operators of TAPS
employ best available technology and have the fiscal and management systems in place to address any
problems may be encountered expeditiously and competently.   The Grant and Lease terms should specify that
this mandatory, periodic review shall be conducted by a respected independent body such as the National
Academy of Sciences.

!!!! 4.  The economic and management framework in which TAPS operates has had a pernicious effect
on operations that has led to the chronic failure to remedy problems in a timely manner.  The fiscal pressures
that constrain TAPS operations are liable to increase as throughput and the prospective life of the line decline.
AFER therefore recommends that, as part of the review of this application for Grant and Lease renewal, the
reviewers should convene an advisory panel to consider how best to provide a single, responsible managing
party and a stable source of funding for TAPS.  One possible solution is the transfer of TAPS to a single Owner
with no North Slope production.

!!!! 5.  To ensure that Alyeska continues its efforts to establish an open work environment, and that the
benefits of that open work environment remain in place throughout the period of proposed lease renewal,
provisions establishing and ensuring a viable Employee Concerns Program on TAPS should be incorporated
into lease and right-of-way renewal.  These requirements should include penalties if a certain percentage of
workers report, in an annual survey that protects the identity of responders, that they fear harassment,
intimidation or retaliation for disclosing problems on TAPS.
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Can Alyeska Actually Respond
to Spills?

The Alaska Forum Comments on TAPS
Oil Spill Contingency Plan

lyeska is required by state regulation to
have in place three ADEC-approved plans
for responding to oil spills – one each for

TAPS, the Valdez Marine Terminal, and Prince
William Sound.  The Alaska Forum pays particular
attention to the contingency plan (C-plan) on TAPS
and this fall submitted to ADEC 14 pages of
detailed comments on the draft C-plan submitted by
Alyeska for triennial review.  The current TAPS C-
plan was approved in November 1998 and will be
replaced, pending agency approval, by the draft
prepared by Alyeska earlier this year.

Among the Alaska Forum’s findings:
•  Due to pump station closures and budget

restrictions, the ability of Alyeska to prevent
and respond to an incident may have been
steadily eroded over the past several years,
while operating modifications related to
decreased oil throughput and aging
infrastructure appear to have increased
operating risks;

•  The number of actual field personnel who can
respond to a spill has decreased by as much as
50% since 1994;

•  Helicopter surveillance of the pipeline has been
drastically reduced, again due to budget
restrictions;

•  The same 12 spill scenarios (i.e. drills) from the
1998 C-plan are included in the 2001 C-plan, as
opposed to new scenarios that might challenge
Alyeska’s ability to respond to different,
previously unknown circumstances;

•  While a seismologist with the Alaska Earth-
quake Information Center stated that “it’s just a
matter of time before the big one hits,” Alyeska
failed to launch either ground or aerial
surveillance following a 5.7-magnitude seismic
event in November 2000;

•  The inability of the public to procure detailed
information (from both ADEC and Alyeska) and
the similar inability to observe and evaluate
field  exercises renders the  stakeholders process
ineffectual.

The Alaska Forum also questioned whether
the TAPS C-plan is an operative, working document
used to protect Alaska’s environment – or simply a
bureaucratic exercise in paperwork.  Consider the
recent bullet hole spill near Livengood: The current
C-plan lists a number of clamps that can be used to
plug such a leak, including a 48-inch hydraulic
clamp.  The C-plan, approved on November 30,
1998, notes that this clamp “will undergo functional
testing during the summer of 1998” (emphasis
added).  Why would a plan dated November 1998
state that a clamp “will undergo” testing the
previous summer?  Even more incredibly, the draft
2001 C-plan contains the same language, that the
clamp “will undergo functional testing during the
summer of 1998.”

Think about it – the 2001 plan that is
supposed to be the hands-on manual for responding
to oil spills refers to a test that will be conducted 3
years ago.  So if you are an Alyeska spill responder
looking in the C-plan for information about the
hydraulic clamp you’re supposed to be using,
you’re out of luck.  The question remains: are these
C-plans actual working documents that help protect
Alaska’s environment, or just bureaucratic exercises
in paperwork?

The issue of field testing Alyeska’s ability to
respond to  spills is another  contentious one for  the

         (continued on page 14)
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the millions of gallons of documented spills – does
not mean the pipeline is safe.  It only means that for
24 years Alyeska has managed to avoid the

G

TAPS Scoping Meeting
Anchorage, Alaska; Sept. 20, 2001
Note: The following is an excerpt from the testimony of
oss Coen at the Sept. 20 scoping meeting in Anchorage
n the TAPS Environmental Impact Statement.  For a
ull copy of the testimony from either the Anchorage or
airbanks hearings, please contact the Alaska Forum.)

ood evening.  My name is Ross Coen.  I am
the Executive Director of the Alaska Forum
for Environmental Responsibility.  The

laska Forum is a non-profit group that is dedicated
o holding industry and government accountable to
he laws designed to safeguard the environment.

Tonight I would like to discuss the
eficiencies and self-serving slant in the Draft
nvironmental Report submitted by the TAPS
wners as part of their application to renew the
rant and Lease on TAPS.  The Alaska Forum
elieves that Argonne, the writers of the
overnment’s EIS, should go further in their studies
han have the TAPS owners.

The basic premise of the
APS owners’ report is that the
ipeline  is  safe  and  the  right-
f-way  should be  granted  for
nother 30 years.  The premise
hat the pipeline is safe is based
argely on  the observation that
here  is no  oil on  the  ground.
he  illogical  jump  from  one
onclusion  to the  next can  be
xplained  with  the  following
nalogy.

Suppose that in 1977,  I
ought a brand-new Ford Pinto,
he  kind with the  gas tank that
xplodes if the vehicle is rear-ended.
into right up to the present day, do
m still alive mean that the Pinto 
nly means that I haven’t been re
ears.  The Pinto is still dangerous 
he comparison is clear – the la
ccident, be it in the Pinto or on th
ot automatically translate to a 
achinery.  The fact that there is

round – itself an incorrect assumpt

terrestrial equivalent of the Exxon Valdez.  But
accidents will happen and the crucial question is
whether age has eroded the margin of safety
provided by the mechanical devices that were
designed and installed to prevent a major disaster on
the pipeline.

And if the evidence, especially the slick
package prepared by the TAPS owners, does not
necessarily point to a safe pipeline, then we cannot
accept an automatic 30-year renewal either.

Let’s look at that evidence – the
environmental report of the TAPS owners.  Let’s
look at why the TAPS owners report is a biased,
self-serving document.  For that, let’s look at the
Vertical Support Members (VSMs), the pilings that
hold the above-ground sections of TAPS.

Some 78,000 VSMs exist on the pipeline, all
drilled to depths of between 15 and 70 feet. Yet we
know that changing permafrost conditions are
causing some VSMs to move; sink into the ground,
jack up out of the ground, or lean and tilt to one side
   If I drive that
es the fact that I
is safe?  No, it
ar-ended in 24
as hell.  I hope
ck of a major
e pipeline, does
safe piece of

 no oil on the
ion considering

or the other.
The evidence supplied by th

states that they have identified 300
moving and may require future actio
cite the evidence of a Joint Pipelin
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(TAPS Scoping, continued from previous page)

eratures over the next 30 years are likely to
increase, but they claim that those increased
temperatures will have a negligible impact on
pipeline operations.  The evidence cited for this
conclusion?  That heat pipes on the VSMs will
continue to maintain frozen ground and that their
continued monitoring will fix any problems. They
do not mention that 84% of those heat pipes have
some degree of blockage, according to the JPO,
which may diminish their performance. They also
do not cite the warnings of Dr. Margaret Leinen of
the National Science Foundation, who testified
before Senator Ted Stevens and the Appropriations
Committee that continued global warming is
expected to impact the top 30 feet of discontinuous
permafrost and that the VSMs on TAPS could be
dramatically affected.

If you were to perform a word search in an
electronic copy of the TAPS owners’ report for
every mention of “VSM” or “vertical support
member,”  you will  find  diagrams of  VSMs.   You
will find  a  description  of  their  designed  purpose.
You will even find a mention of raven and
gyrfalcon nests atop some VSMs.

What you will not find is a detailed
description of how the TAPS owners intend to
maintain VSM integrity for the next 30 years, save
this oblique statement: “All of these [VSM] impacts
have been, and will continue to be, mitigated
through Alyeska’s routine monitoring and
maintenance program.”

One sentence.  One sentence in this 600-
page document is supposed to assuage any doubts
about VSM integrity?  One sentence is supposed to
sufficiently summarize all reports on Alyeska’s
program that ostensibly assures VSM integrity?
One sentence is supposed to be enough for Argonne
to accept that VSM integrity is assured?

Let’s look at another example of the
superficiality of this document: it’s bibliography.

In 1996, the Alaska Forum published
Pipeline In Peril, a 300-page report on TAPS
researched and written by Richard Fineberg, a
longtime oil industry observer and critic. In 1997,
the Alaska Forum published a short update to
Pipeline In Peril, also authored by Fineberg.  The
Joint Pipeline Office, in its 1996 annual report, and

Alyeska Pipeline Service Company, in a 1997
publication, both devote significant attention to
Fineberg’s findings, conclusions, and
recommendations. The Alaska Forum believes that
it is no exaggeration to say that Pipeline In Peril
and its 1997 update raised many of the issues that
became the focus of TAPS oversight in subsequent
years.

Thus one would expect in the TAPS owners
environmental report, one that purports to be a
“comprehensive environmental analysis,” that some
mention would be made of Pipeline In Peril and its
update.  Exactly one reference is made, not to the
full 1996 report, but to the 1997 update.  That single
reference in the TAPS owners’ environmental
report is the following statement: “Some TAPS
critics have expressed concern that spills may be
more likely in the future.”

That single reference puts Fineberg’s extensive
work on TAPS on an equal footing with the
following citations to background studies that have
little or nothing to do with TAPS:
•  ‘Coal Resources of Alaska’ by F.F. Barnes,

published in 1967;
•  ‘Eskimo Prehistory in the Vicinity of Point

Barrow’ by J.A. Ford, published in 1959;
•  ‘Report of a Reconnaissance of the Yukon

River, Alaska Territory’ by C.W.C. Raymond,
published in 1871.

I do not  question the  merit of  the  work of

        (continued on next page)

The research in the TAPS
owners’ environmental
report is slanted – the
subjects and the facts in
the report were deliberately
screened and presented (or
omitted) to leave the reader
with a certain impression
about the environmental
integrity of the pipeline.
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(TAPS Scoping, continued from previous page)

Barnes, Ford, and Raymond.  But something is
drastically wrong with a reading list on a
“comprehensive environmental analysis” that
devotes as much attention to 19th Century academic
studies on esoteric issues as it does to the work of
Fineberg whose publications on TAPS, all of which
can be found at the State Library, comprise a stack
of documents nearly a foot high.

It would appear that two explanations exist
for the omission of Fineberg’s research from the
TAPS owners’ environmental report: (1) the various
people who prepared and assembled the Draft
Environmental Report for the TAPS owners made a
careless set of mistakes; or (2) the research in the
TAPS owners report is slanted – that is to say, the
subjects and the facts presented were deliberately
screened and presented (or omitted) to leave the
reader with a certain impression.

I suggest that this document submitted by

the TAPS owners as part of their renewal
application is so superficial and glosses over, or
outright ignores, so many vital issues that it is
virtually useless in this environmental review.  The
owners have very clearly attempted to draw a map
for this Environmental Impact Statement – one that
steers the regulatory agencies away from any topics
they know are damaging to the carefully nurtured
image for the cash cow known as the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline.  I urge Argonne to not simply accept their
report as the final word, but to go further and
perform your own thorough studies on every
substantive issue on TAPS.

I would like to stress, before closing, that
any attempt to label the Alaska Forum as extremist,
obstructionist, or just trying to shut the pipeline
down, is patently false and completely
misrepresentative of our position.  We seek only
what we were promised by the TAPS owners and
Congress – a safe pipeline, economic fairness, and
environmental protection.

Thank you.    !
Pacific Environment & Resources Center, an Oakland-based group
that seeks to protect endangered ecosystems around the Pacific
Rim, sponsored an environmental exchange in Alaska this summer.
PERC brought several Russian environmental experts and activists
to discuss oil and gas pipeline development with their Alaskan
counterparts.  Alaska Forum director Ross Coen (above) speaks to
the group about TAPS oversight; Alaska Forum board member Dan
Lawn (right) discusses the oil industry experience in Valdez.  For
more information about PERC, contact them at (510) 251-8800 or
www.pacificenvironment.org.
Page 11
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(TAPS Shutdown, continued from page 3)

intentional, last-ditch effort to fulfill the Senior Vice
President’s prediction?

Oil industry researcher Richard Fineberg
notes that Alyeska has a history of failing to report
the size of its spills in a straight-forward manner.
During pipeline construction, he recalls, Alyeska
officials claimed to report “literally every drop” of
spilled oil.  However, in June 1975, press attention
was deflected from the largest construction-related
spill on the pipeline – at the Galbraith Lake camp –
by Alyeska’s failure to publicly note the estimated
volume of the spill.  According to Fineberg, the
1975 Alyeska press release gave a misleading
indication of the size of the spill without providing
an actual estimate.  However, the Galbraith Lake
spill turned out to be larger than the combined total
of the rest of the spills along the pipeline to that
date.

More recently, a 1999 spill at Pump Station
5, again on a pipeline restart, went largely
unreported in the media.  According to the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT), “approx-
imately 2,000 gallons of crude were eventually
recovered into a vacuum truck from secondary
containment” after a pressure relief event occurred
Oct. 16, 1999.  In its subsequent Notice of Probable
Violation, DOT noted a similarity between the 1999
event and other pipeline overpressuring incidents on
TAPS in 1995, 1997, and 1998.

Some of the maintenance tasks performed
on Sept. 22 of this year were designed to bring the
aging pipeline into regulatory compliance with the
terms of the Federal Grant and State Lease under
which Alyeska operates.  These permits expire in
2004.  The reauthorization process, specifically the
Environmental Impact Statement being prepared by
the BLM and Argonne National Laboratory, should
answer some basic fundamental questions: (1) Have
the TAPS owners taken sufficient action to
minimize environmental risk associated with
operating an aging pipeline; and (2) What terms and
conditions should be updated from the 1974 Grant
and Lease to reflect advances in technology,
changes in environmental values, and experience
with TAPS oversight?

The answers to these questions require
independent analysis; and should not rely

exclusively on Alyeska’s ever-positive spin on the
aging pipeline’s problems.

Mr. Howitt’s rosy prediction regarding the
recent shutdown stands in marked contrast to
AFER’s warning.   Hopefully, our concerns will not
prove as prophetic as those of Alaska Forum
President Riki Ott twelve years ago.  On the
evening of March 23, 1989, Ott publicly testified
that a major oil spill in Prince William Sound was a
matter of “not if, but when.”  Only a few hours
later, the Exxon Valdez was hard aground on Bligh
Reef.    !

Kudos to ADEC On Preserving
Public Input for Oil Spill C-plans

n our last newsletter, we chastised the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation for

proposing regulation changes that would have
restricted public involvement in the formation and
implementation of oil spill contingency plans (see
The Alaska Forum, Summer 2001, pp. 4-5).  The
proposed change to Title 18, Chapter 75 of the
Alaska Administrative Code would have removed
language that allowed “any person who submitted
timely comments on the [oil spill contingency plan]
application” to request an adjudicatory hearing.

We are pleased to report that in a letter to
the Alaska Forum (9/7/01), Kurt Fredriksson,
ADEC Acting Deputy Commissioner, stated that
the proposed change “will not be in the final set of
regulations we adopt.”  We applaud ADEC for this
decision.

Additionally, the Alaska Forum must
apologize for an error in our previous newsletter
article on this issue.  Due to a misunderstanding of
the organizational structure of ADEC, we
incorrectly attributed the origin of the proposed
changes to the Division of Environmental Health –
instead of the Division of Spill Prevention and
Response who did indeed promulgate the new
regulations.  The intimation that ADEC’s internal
communication is lacking and that the SPAR
division was kept in the dark is clearly incorrect and
the Alaska Forum regrets the error.    !

I
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A Ghost from Beaches Past

Sick Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Cleanup
Workers

by Riki Ott

or those of you who missed the front lead
story by Kim Murphy in the Los Angles
Times on Nov. 5, here’s a much less dramatic

recap!  The article, titled “Exxon Spill’s Cleanup
Workers Share Years of Crippling Illness,” also
describes a letter from Erin Brockovich, a legal
investigator for Masry and Vititoe, that is being
widely distributed to former cleanup workers,
urging sick workers to come forward.  And, yes –
that’s the same Brockovich of Hollywood fame.

Spilled crude oil is regulated under federal
law (OSHA) as a hazardous waste, but Exxon
compromised laws protecting worker safety.
Federal and state oversight agencies were aware in
1989 that cleanup workers were getting sick, but
were obstructed by Exxon and their contractor Veco
in their efforts to conduct independent monitoring.
At the end of the cleanup, none of the oversight
agencies   subpoenaed   the   monitoring   data   and

clinical records from Exxon, which claimed a near
zero accident rate for its cleanup workers.

However, court records (now sealed) reveal
that, from the monitoring data, workers were
exposed to oil mist in levels that exceeded by up to
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0 times the federal safe level.  Medical experts
stified that the high pressure, hot water wash used
 many beaches drove particulate oil (or PAHs,
lycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) in aerosol form
ep into people’s lungs.  Medical experts also
stified that the liberal use of solvents to clean
posed skin, workers’ clothes, skiffs, cleanup
uipment, and even beaches was potentially quite
maging with both short- and long-term health
nsequences.  Exxon did not monitor the workers’
vel of exposure to solvents, which was, according
 experts, a gross oversight. Workers were also not
ven adequate training to comprehend the health
nsequences of working on the cleanup and were
ld repeatedly by  both Exxon  and  Veco that there

were no health consequences if
workers just wore the right
protective clothing.

According to court records,
by the end of the cleanup in 1989,
6,722 cases of upper respiratory
infections (URIs) had been reported
by the 10,000-plus cleanup workers.
At 300 to 500 cases a week, this
represented a mass chemical
poisoning epidemic. Exxon’s
primary cleanup contractor treated
the workers for colds and the flu.
None of these injuries was reported
to the state or federal governments as
required  by  law.       Further,  nearly

enty percent (~1,795) of these workers filed
orkers’  compensation  claims  in  Alaska.       The

      (continued on next page)
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(Exxon Valdez Spill Workers, continued from
previous page)

second highest injury category behind strains and
sprains was respiratory problems.  Other injuries of
a potentially chemical nature were dizziness, skin
lesions, headaches, and neurological disorders.

Now, twelve years after the cleanup, the
chief complaints of former EVOS workers are
hauntingly similar to those of victims of other
massive crude oil exposures, including Gulf War
veterans.  The illnesses are also strikingly similar to
some of the long-term health problems listed in the
Material Safety Data Sheets as a consequence of
overexposure to crude oil, solvents, and dispersants
present during the cleanup.  Symptoms include
respiratory problems, violent headaches, reduced
ability to fight infections, chronic fatigue, achy
joints, problems concentrating or thinking, mood
swings, stomach problems, skin problems, and liver
and kidney damage.

The Alaska Forum is working with Masry
and Vititoe and the Anchorage-based law firm
Michael J. Schneider to compensate injured EVOS
cleanup workers and to improve federal health and
safety protections for future hazardous waste
cleanup workers.  One of our priorities is to give
potential victims information about how to
determine if they still have petrochemical or solvent
residue in their bodies and how to improve their
health.    !

Riki Ott is writing a book about the Exxon Valdez
spill.  This article is based on research from her
book Sound Truth and Corporate Lie$ (estimated
publishing date 2003).  Ott is the president of the
Alaska Forum board of directors.

(TAPS C-plan, continued from page 7)

Alaska Forum.  One ADEC representative was
overheard stating that the September 2001 exercise
on the Klutina River was an exercise in “self-
flagellation.”  A June 2000 drill at Minton Creek
revealed continued flaws in the communication
systems.  And a June 2001 exercise on the Lowe
River demonstrated the inability to effectively boom

the river after six hours – this despite Alyeska’s
carefully planning and orchestrating the exercise far
in advance, a luxury that would not be available in
the case of an actual event.

The post-exercise report for the Lowe River
drill prepared by Alyeska states that their response
“met expectations,” but only one sentence later
admits that their ability to effectively boom the river
“was marginal.”  Later, the report states that “the
responders demonstrated their persistence and
commitment to achieve the best possible results in
those [unfavorable] conditions.”  While the Alaska
Forum appreciates the effort by Alyeska’s spill
responders in the face of less than ideal conditions,
these factors should be considered as constants.
Alyeska cannot expect every spill to occur in bright,
sunny weather with calm water and no wind.

Despite the voluminous draft C-plan
submitted by Alyeska earlier this year, and despite
the equally daunting quantities of paperwork this
issue has generated, the Alaska Forum still cannot
ascertain the answer to the most basic question:
Does the TAPS C-plan contain provisions necessary
to prevent or reduce the likelihood of spills, and, if a
spill does occur, can Alyeska provide prompt and
effective actions to minimize oil loss and clean up
spilled oil?    !

Is the TAPS Oil Spill Contin-
gency Plan an operative,
working document used to
protect Alaska’s environment
– or simply a bureaucratic
exercise in paperwork?
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We’d like to hear from you!

Fairbanks Office: Valdez Office:
P.O. Box 82718 P.O. Box 188
Fairbanks, AK 99708 Valdez, AK 99686
Phone/Fax: (907) 479-6946 Phone: (907) 835-5460  OR 1-888-885-5460
Cell: (907) 322-1470 Fax: (907) 835-5410
Email: aferfbx@alaskaforum.org Email: afervdz@alaskaforum.org

As a member of the Alaska Forum, you have a say in
how the organization operates, which issues we work
on (or don’t), and every other aspect of our activities on
behalf of Alaska’s people and environment.  We’d love
to hear your feedback, so please feel free to call, write,
or email about anything that interests you and we
promise to address your concerns.
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ed us celebrate the 60th
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 guy with the banjo).
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Please Join Us In Our Efforts to Sustain Alaska’s Future.
he Alaska Forum needs your help.  Your membership dues directly support our work to protect the

ights of conscientious employees to speak the truth about threats to worker safety and the
nvironment in Alaska.  Please join by filling out the membership form below and returning it to us.
he Alaska Forum is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation.  Donations in excess of benefits are tax
eductible to the extent allowed by law.

   ___$25     ___$50     ___$100     ___$250     ___$500     ___$1000     ___Other

ame: _________________________ Occupation: _________________________

ddress: ____________________________________________________________

ity: ____________________________   State: ___________   Zip: _____________

hone: ________________   Fax: __________________   Email: _______________

Thank You!  Please mail this form with your check to:
Alaska Forum, P.O. Box 188, Valdez, AK 99686

ecause some of our members are concerned about maintaining their confidentiality, the Alaska Forum
does not share its mailing list with other organizations.
 This Issue… ⇒  Exxon Valdez Spill Workers Report Persistent Health Problems
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